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Is this book for me?If you aspire to becoming a full time forex trader, then this is the book for you.

Even if your dream is perhaps more modest, and you simply want to have a second income trading

the forex markets, then again, this book is for you.What will I learn?It has been written with one

clear objective. To explain how and why the currency markets move in the way they do - the forces,

the factors and the manipulators.Many aspiring traders, simply do not realize that the forex market

sits at the heart of the financial world, which when you think about it logically, is really common

sense. After all, this is the biggest money market in the world, and if the financial markets are about

one thing, they are about money. Making it, protecting it, or increasing the return.Itâ€™s no surprise

therefore, that the forex market connects all the others. Put simply, the forex market is the ultimate

barometer of risk.How will it help me?So how will this book help me to become a better forex

trader?Â Well, in several ways!First, you will discover how changes in market sentiment in the

primary markets of commodities, stocks, bonds and equities, are then reflected in the currency

markets. This is something which often surprises novice traders. After all, why look at a stock index,

or the price of gold, or a bond market? The answer is very simple. It is in these markets that you will

find all the clues and signals, which then reveal money flow. After all, the financial markets are all

about risk. In other words, higher returns for higher risk, or lower returns for lower risk.It really is that

simple. And yet, how many forex traders ever consider associated markets? The answer is very

few. After reading the book, you will be one of those enlightened traders who truly understands

money flow and risk, and your confidence as a trader will grow exponentially as a result.The next

thing you will learn is that trading in one dimension or using one trading technique, is rather limiting.

You have probably met people who trade, who then make a bold statement such as: â€˜I only trade

using the fundamentalsâ€™ or perhaps that â€˜technical analysis is a self fulfilling

prophecyâ€™.Please do NOT buy this book if..This is NOT another book explaining forex trading

strategies. In fact there are none at all, surprising given the book's length. If this is what you are

looking for, please DO NOT buy this book.But do if this is you.......It has been written for two specific

audiences. The first is the novice forex trader, for whom this is a new market. The second is the

forex trader who has attempted to trade in foreign exchange, but struggled, and has been left

confused by the apparent random and chaotic behavior of this volatile market.Whilst the forex

market is a complex mix, it is not complicated, once you understand the people, their motives and

the currencies themselves. Even those markets such as bonds, which few traders ever understand,

are explained very simply.Equally important is the concept of change. Indeed you may have other

books, written many years ago and explaining how the forex market works. As you will discover, the



rule book has been torn up. No longer is this a simple market of trending currency pairs. This all

changed in 2007/2008, and with it the forex world changed too!And here are some more

reasons....Long gone are the days when currency pairs meandered their way higher and lower in

long term trends, driven by interest rate differentials. To take advantage, you need to understand

the forces which now drive the markets.A Three Dimensional Approach To Forex Trading will

empower you with knowledge. Knowledge and confidence go hand in hand. Confidence breeds

success, and success breeds money, which will then flow from reading the book.
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She proffers a "clean" chart. So simple without all the myriad analyses lines and numbers generated

from one simple datum....the PRICE. All you really need is price, volume, support, resistance and

candlesticks (and just a mere few of those). What a pleasure looking at an uncomplicated chart. For

the first time I am consistently making money as a swing trader, using 5m,15 m, 1H and 1 day time

frames. The 1h and 1D are for establishing the support & resistance lines. I do the analysis and

make the trade in the 15m...the 5m is used for entry/exit timing only.However, though the text and



concepts are 5 star, the small black and white charts with tiny candlesticks in two shades of grey are

almost unintelligible.

Having been a follower of Investors Business Daily, I know the importance of volume that they

profess. However, I was long disappointed with their continued use of open close low high charting

as I have taken time to learn candles. When I saw this book incorporated both volume and candles,

I had to buy it. I was not disappointed. I have spend much money on training at the Online Trading

Academy which professes supply and demand zones. It may be that I'm doing something wrong,

but my success was not what I thought it should be. After reading a few chapters of Anna's book, I

began to look at levels differently. I scalp futures and found I made more money doing less trades.

This after reading the book once. I'm going to reread it and hopefully more will sink in.

Lots of good information,in a badly-edited, rambling book. Repeats a lot from her other books. It is

VERY difficult to read her charts---which she describes in color---but PRINTS in B&W! I have tried to

apply the methods she mentions, without much success: it seems, IMHO, that (as other authors

sometimes do with one and two bar candlestick patterns) she "cherry-picks" her VPA trading

examples: often one can see places on her own charts, where using her technique would have

actually resulted in serious losses. I realize that no ONE trading approach will always work, but I am

afraid that her jaunty "Mary Poppins knows best" tone may lead some newbie traders to blindly

follow her approach and plunge into the deep water BEFORE they are truly ready...

I have never found SO much information in ONE book on ANY subject, let alone forex trading. It's

an eye-opener to ALL the market segments. It explains HOW the markets are related, and WHY

they move the way they do. With that information, it allows you to do what she said, to see the BIG

PICTURE and take advantage of it - not the other way around - and make better informed, less risky

trades.

Big props to the author as i really enjoyed this book...to be honest it was even better than john

murphy's intermarket analyis.Very well written, and by that I mean that everything is explained with

a degree of simplicity leaving out the majority of unnecessary information thats useless for trading.

Reading this with prior experience in the field allows u to appreciate it even more.its important to

understand that this in not a trading system....but more importantly its an "approach" to how to

analyze, prepare and overall read the market.the burden of turning this analysis into money will



always lie on each individual trader and their specific trading approach.(im new to the volume

analysis stuff...but has been a useful tool for me with very short term trading)

I liked the book but It has a big downside, Anna makes lots of conclusions about fundamental macro

trends, for example she almost take for granted that Mexico will be a star for years to come... I

mean : Wow ! I really disagree about that . Different statements like the latter are very common in

every part of the book . Apart from that the book does a really good job in explaining Forex , and I

almost rated 4 starts because the author makes everything very easy to understand. Her other book

: Guide to volume Analysis is a much better read, but it has nothing to do with forex .

I have been demo trading for several months now and I have never gotten past that as I lack the

confidence and proper concepts to actually start trading live until I read this book. I saw a new

perspective to Forex trading which helped me understand the markets more clearly and see the

order and patterns through the seemingly chaotic movements of the different currencies. I was able

to create my own trading strategy that not only fits my attitude as a trader, but also is streamlined to

the forces that govern the Forex market. In other words, I've gained myself a Forex trading

compass! Where is the market going you ask? This book will show you the right direction.

A good description of the factors that influence the forex market. If you are looking for a system to

trade forex, this might be disappointing, but it is a good read for understanding the total market

situation.
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